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Abstract. This paper presents a local-to-global statistical approach for
modeling the major components of left ventricular (LV) shape using its
3-D landmark representation. The rationale for dividing the LV into local
areas is bi-fold: 1) to better identify abnormalities that lead to local shape
remodeling and, 2) to decrease the number of shape variables by using a
limited set of landmark points for an efficient statistical parametrization.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is used for the statistical modeling
of the local regions and subsets of the learned parameters that provide
significant discriminatory information are taken from each local model in
a feature selection stage. The selected local parameters are then concate-
nated to form a global representation of the LV and to train a classifier
for differentiating between normal and infarcted LV shapes.
Keywords: Local statistical shape modeling, Principal Component Anal-
ysis, feature selection, myocardial abnormality detection
1 Introduction
Statistical shape analysis is a promising approach to model cardiac anatomy and
to characterize myocardial abnormalities. The success of the point distribution
model (PDM) [2] in describing anatomical structures of medical images makes
it the basis of the majority of cardiac shape parametrization algorithms. These
algorithms have been established using both linear methods (such as Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) [7, 12, 14, 18] and Independent Component Analysis
(ICA) [15]) and nonlinear techniques (such as kernel PCA [5]). One drawback
of these techniques, however, is that they treat the shape globally. In addition
to being computationally expensive due to the requirement of modeling large
number of variables, a global approach may fail to characterize abnormalities
that affect small regions of the myocardium. An alternative approach is to learn
2local statistical shape components and then merge their results to describe the
global shape as a poly-local model. A recent and well-established example of such
framework is presented in [17]. It is based on utilizing local shape descriptors, but
not landmark points as suggested in PDM, and employing a manifold learning
technique called ISOMAP [16] for dimension reduction.
Inspired by [17], a local statistical shape modeling approach based on PDM
and PCA [9] is presented in this paper to characterize major components of
LV shapes. The rationale of utilizing PCA in our framework is as following: 1)
PCA implementation involves simple steps and its parameters can be efficiently
computed and, 2) it allows to visualize major modes of data variation. The
latter property could be of particular interest to study the relation between the
parameters of the statistical model and patho-physiology of the heart.
The main contribution of this paper compared to the framework presented in
[17] is the way that the local statistical information are incorporated in the classi-
fication phase. In [17], an independent classifier was built with the parameters of
each local model and the classifiers’ decisions were fused with the majority vot-
ing rule. Independent treatment of the local models’ parameters could degrade
the capability of the combined classification model in dealing with abnormalities
that affect small regions of the heart. Here, we propose to create an alternative
local-to-global representation of the LV shape components by concatenating the
parameters of the local models and then building a classifier with the obtained
feature vector. Having the advantage of encoding global shape parameters of the
LV, spatial relation between the local zones is taken into consideration by using
the feature concatenation technique. Explicit usage of the local statistical pa-
rameters can also create distinct areas in the global feature space. This property
enables a classification system to better characterize abnormalities that mostly
affect small regions of the myocardium.
2 Materials and Methods
Fig. 1 represents global and local architectures that were implemented in this
paper for the statistical modeling and classification of LV shapes. In the local
architecture (Fig. 1(b)), the LV was divided into non-overlapping regions of
interest (ROI) and an independent PCA model was built with the local shapes
belonging to each ROI. By taking a subset of the learned statistical parameters,
two different classification schemes were examined. In addition, a global PCA
model (Fig. 1(a)) was also built to benchmark the performances of the local
PCA models.
2.1 Data and Preprocessing
A data set of 100 healthy volunteers and 100 patients with myocardial infarction
from the MESA [1] and DETERMINE studies [10] respectively, was used in
our experiments. These data sets are part of the Cardiac Atlas Project (CAP,
www.cardiacatlas.org) [6] and contain cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR)
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Fig. 1. Architectures of the implemented statistical frameworks. (a) A PCA model
is constructed with whole LV shapes. Then, a subset of the first PCs (solid line) or
selected PCs (dashed line) is used for training a classifier. (b) Independent PCA models
are built with the segments of LV shapes and subsets of the selected PCs are used in the
classification phase. In the classifier voting scheme, independent classifiers are trained
with the selected PCs of the local models and the final decision is made by the majority
voting rule. In the proposed scheme, one classifier is trained with a feature vector that
is obtained by concatenating the local models’ parameters.
images. Endocardial and epicardial shapes at end-diastole (ED) and end-systole
(ES) are represented with their corresponding Cartesian sets of landmark points
in magnet coordinates. It has been demonstrated in [18] that a PCA model
built with shape vectors at ED and ES could provide better outcomes than its
counterparts that were constructed with only ED or ES shapes. Therefore, the
shapes of both ED and ES cardiac phases were used for the implementation of
the global and local PCA models in the current study.
All shapes were aligned by making use of the generalized Procrustes superim-
position method [13]. As suggested in [18], for building the global PCA model the
alignment phase has been performed by eliminating position and orientation dif-
ferences but preserving scale variations as ventricular size has a predictive value
for diagnosing myocardial infarction. For constructing the local PCA models,
however, scale variations were also removed in the alignment procedure.
2.2 Statistical Modeling
Both global and local PCA models were learned using the data of the healthy
volunteers to capture major modes of normal shape variations. For building the
local PCA models, small, medium and large ROI sizes were examined which
respectively encompassed 4, 8 and 16 faces of the 3-D meshes in both the cir-
4cumferential and longitudinal directions where the full LV mesh was composed of
32×32 faces. Note that the landmark points in each ROI were consistent across
the subjects.
2.3 Feature Selection
Traditionally, data are projected onto the subspace spanned by the first princi-
pal components (PCs) to retain most of the variation in the original variables.
However, it is possible that some of the PCs with low contribution in the data
variation contain relevant discriminatory information. As such, the P -metric
method [8] was used in our framework to select relevant PCs:
P (PCi) =
|μ1 − μ2|
σ1 + σ2
(1)
where μ1 and μ2 are respectively the means of the normal and infarcted sam-
ples after projecting onto the subspace of the ith PC and σ1 and σ2 are their
corresponding standard deviations. A high P -metric value for a PC implies that
it provides a good separation between the samples of the two classes. Therefore,
the PCs were sorted based on their P -metric values in descending order and a
subset of the first selected PCs were used in the classification stage.
2.4 Classification
Fig. 1(b) illustrates two classification schemes that were trained with the pa-
rameters of the local PCA models. The first scheme uses the strategy proposed
in [17] while the second one works based on the idea of concatenating the local
PCA models’ parameters. Both methodologies were implemented by making use
of a subset of PCs that have been chosen in the feature selection stage. Note
that, since the local PCA models were trained independently, the selected PCs
for each model can be different from the others. SVM [3] with a linear kernel
was used as classifier in both global and local models. Classification outcomes
were achieved using 10-fold cross-validation.
3 Results
Average classification outcomes obtained with the global PCA model are shown
in Fig. 2. While the best result of the classifier trained with the first PCs (Fig.
2(a)) was achieved by preserving 99% of the data variation (the first 60 PCs),
training the classifier with the selected PCs (Fig. 2(b)) yielded better perfor-
mance with considerably less number of features (6 PCs).
Fig. 3 illustrates the average classification accuracies achieved by the local
PCA models. It can be seen that both local models could provide significantly
higher classification results than the global ones. Fig. 3 also shows that the fa-
vorable results of the classifier voting and the proposed scheme were obtained by
using a few number of selected PCs per local PCA model which can be explained
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Fig. 2. Average classification outcomes (%) with the global PCA model. (a) Training
the classifier with a subset of the first PCs or (b) with a subset of the selected PCs.
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Fig. 3. Average classification accuracies (%) obtained with the selected PCs of the
local PCA models and utilizing (a) the classifier voting scheme and (b) the proposed
classification framework.
Table 1. Best average classification accuracies (%) and their corresponding sensitiv-
ity and specificity values obtained with the global PCA model (typed in bold). The
(min,max) ranges of the obtained outcomes are also presented.
Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity
First PCs
92.5 (80,100) 92 (80,100) 93 (80,100)
Selected PCs
95 (80,100) 93 (80,100) 97 (80,100)
6Table 2. Best average classification accuracies (%) and their corresponding sensitiv-
ity and specificity values obtained with the local PCA models (typed in bold). The
(min,max) ranges of the obtained outcomes are also presented.
Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity
Classifier Voting Scheme
Small ROI 99 (95,100) 98 (90,100) 100 (100,100)
Medium ROI 99.5 (95,100) 99 (90,100) 100 (100,100)
Large ROI 98 (90,100) 98 (90,100) 98 (90,100)
The proposed Scheme
Small ROI 99 (95,100) 98 (90,100) 100 (100,100)
Medium ROI 99.5 (95,100) 99 (90,100) 100 (100,100)
Large ROI 98.5 (95,100) 97 (90,100) 100 (100,100)
by the following reasons: 1) local regions have less modes of variation than the
whole LV and their statistical modeling needs less number of components as well,
2) as shown in Fig. 2(b), selected PCs could provide considerable discriminatory
information for the local classification systems.
The best classification results of the global and local PCA models are listed
in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
4 Discussion
4.1 Global versus Local Statistical Modeling
It has been demonstrated that by using a limited number of the landmark points,
a local framework is able to provide better statistical description of LV shapes
than its global counterpart. The performances of the local structures, however,
depend on the ROI size and tuning this parameter needs a proper compro-
mise between the statistical significance and number of the landmark points.
Although the performances of the local classification schemes in detecting my-
ocardial infarction are comparable, direct usage of the local models’ parameters
and considering the spatial relation between the LV segments would enable the
proposed scheme to properly deal with different abnormalities that affect small
regions of the myocardium.
4.2 Feature Selection Utility
The obtained results confirm the suitability of the feature selection strategy
where training a classifier with a small group of the selected PCs could signif-
icantly enhance the performance of the same classifier that was trained with a
much larger subset of the first PCs. The first five selected modes of variations of
7Fig. 4. Variations of the first five selected PCs of the global PCA model at end-diastole
and end-systole. From top, PCs 18, 1, 20, 42 and 15 are the selected modes of variation.
the global PCA model are visualized in Fig. 4 to give insight into their character-
istics that enable a classifier to discriminate between the normal and infarcted
LV shapes. Note that the reason for visualizing the global PCs is that they are
easier to interpret than the local PCs.
The left- and righ-hand sides of each LV mode in Fig. 4 correspond to the
anteroseptal and inferolateral walls, respectively. The first selected mode (PC
18) describes variations in the curvature of the anterior wall. This PC might
have been selected also due to possible difference in contouring left ventricular
8outflow tract (LVOT) in the two studies. The second selected mode (PC 1)
explains variations in the LV size. Blunting of the apex and variation of the
inferior wall curvature is described by the third selected mode (PC 20). The
forth selected mode (PC 42) is associated with the end-systolic variations in the
curvatures of the inferior region and the anterior wall. Finally, the fifth selected
mode (PC 15) captures the rightward shifting of the apex and variations in the
inferior region.
The above-mentioned patho-physiological interpretations are mostly based
on the evidences presented in [11, 4] and are associated with the process of the LV
remodeling due to anterior myocardial infarction. Although the DETERMINE
study involves patients with different types of the myocardial infarction, it is well-
known that coronary artery disease occurs most commonly in the left anterior
descending (LAD) coronary artery. Therefore, interpretation of the selected PCs
based on the findings of [11, 4] might be valid for the majority of the subjects in
this study.
5 Conclusion
A statistical framework has been established based on local PCA models to char-
acterize major modes of LV shape variations. Although local statistical model-
ing could bring favorable advantages over global parametrization, the adopted
strategy for associating the local models’ parameters plays a key role in ob-
taining an efficient local-to-global shape characterization. We hypothesized that
the concatenation of the local models’ parameters would lead to such efficient
characterization. Parameters of each local model were selected based on their
significance in discriminating normal and infarcted shapes. Classification out-
comes confirmed the superiority of the proposed statistical framework over the
global model. They also approved the suitability of the feature selection strat-
egy where utilizing a few number of selected PCs could yield high classification
results.
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